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Abstract 

 

4-Hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase is a relevant target in both pharmaceutical and 

agricultural research. We report on molecular dynamics simulations and free energy calculations 

on this enzyme, in complex with 12 inhibitors for which experimental affinities were determined. 

We applied the thermodynamic integration approach and the more efficient one step 

perturbation. Even though simulations seem well converged and both methods show excellent 

agreement between them, the correlation with the experimental values remains poor. We 

investigate the effect of slight modifications on the charge distribution of these highly conjugated 

systems and find that accurate models can be obtained when using improved force field 

parameters. This study gives insight into the applicability of free energy methods and current 

limitations in force field parameterization. 
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5.1 Introduction 
 

4-Hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase (HPPD) is a member of the class of non-heme iron 

oxygenase enzymes.1 It is a relevant target protein for both agrochemical and therapeutic 

research.2 HPPD is a Fe(II)-dependent, non-heme oxygenase, catalyzing the conversion of 4-

hydroxyphenylpyruvate to homogentisate, one of the first steps in the tyrosine catabolic pathway. 

It is a chemically complex transformation, with many structural modifications all in one catalytic 

cycle.3  

Type I, II and III hypertyrosinemia is associated with malfunction of the tyrosine catabolism 

pathway, leading to defects which range in severity from mild to life threatening (type I). This 

rare but fatal hereditary disease is caused by a genetic defect, leading to the malfunction of 

another crucial enzyme in the tyrosine catabolism pathway, fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase, 

leading to production of toxic products. Blocking the formation and accumulation of such toxic 

catabolites by inhibiting HPPD is successfully used as a strategy to treat type I tyrosinemia.3 

Earlier, the only effective treatment was liver transplantation. Interestingly, an effective HPPD 

inhibitor that is used as drug against this inherited metabolic disorder had its previous mode of 

action as a herbicidal agent.4 

 

In plants, HPPD is a key enzyme in the pathway leading to production of plasoquinone and 

tocopherol from homogentisate, both essential cofactors in the photosynthesis cascade. By the 

suppression of the formation of important cofactors, the photosynthesis route is uncoupled. 

Inhibition of HPPD leads to bleaching followed by necrosis and death.5 For many years, HPPD 

has been a target of interest in the agrochemical industry, and many efforts have been made in 

the screening and synthesis of inhibitors (herbicides), which have lead to a large number of 

(commercially) available herbicides.6 

 

Typical inhibitors (herbicides) of HPPD are multi-ketone substrates, representative for the whole 

family of non-heme iron oxygenase inhibitors.1 The therapeutic and herbicidal properties of 

HPPD inhibitors relate to their extremely high affinity for the binding cavity, consisting of a 

typical pattern, common to all non-heme iron oxygenases. Sequence alignments of HPPD 

proteins from a wide variety of sources show low overall sequence homology. However, the 

ligand binding domain is highly conserved, especially two phenylalanine residues responsible for 

tight binding of the ligand, via π-π - stacking interactions.2  

Furthermore, a typical apo-binding cavity consists of an octrahedral coordination system, where 

the iron ion is coordinated by three water molecules, two histidine residues and a carboxylate 

moiety. Upon ligand binding, two water molecules are displaced, and the ligand adopts a 

bidental orientation towards the iron ion, where the multi keto group of the inhibitor takes over 

the iron-coordinating role (Figure 5.1).1,7 
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Figure 5.1. Active site of HPPD (cyan) with an inhibitor (orange) bound. An iron ion (green) is coordinated by a 

series of amino acid residues and a water molecule, as well as the double keto acid oxygen atoms of the inhibitor. 

Arg255 is located at the outer side of the protein. 

 

 

In this work we report molecular dynamics simulations and relative binding free energies of the 

HPPD protein and a series of inhibitors, using two methods that differ in their accuracy / 

efficiency balance. 

 

In computational chemistry, the prediction of the binding affinity between a protein and a ligand 

is one of the most challenging issues to address. In order to accurately predict binding affinities of 

(small) ligands to biomolecular targets, one needs to consider their corresponding free energies of 

binding. The computation of the absolute free energy of binding often remains outside the reach 

of computational chemistry. However, in the rational design of new effective compounds with 

favorable affinity for a (protein) target, the calculation of relative binding free energies for a range 

of ligands binding to a common receptor is of equal relevance. Therefore, one focuses on the 

difference of the free energies between related compounds.8 

 

Relative free energies, including entropic contributions, can be calculated from molecular 

dynamics simulations (MD) in a variety of ways.9 The diverse set of available methods includes 

the Thermodynamic Integration (TI)10 and One Step Perturbation (OSP)11 approaches, which 

makes use of the Free Energy Perturbation (FEP)12 theory to calculate relative binding free 

energies. 
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Although TI is a highly accurate and effective method to assess the binding of a few compounds 

to a common receptor, due to its computational high expense, the use of this method is not 

always favorable. The OSP is a computationally less demanding procedure, therefore more 

efficient, which can include more compounds in one screen. It makes use of only two MD 

simulations of an unphysical reference state, R, from which an ensemble of real compounds can 

be created.11a  

The challenging issue for a computational chemist is to optimize and develop computationally 

inexpensive methods such that they account for the number of compounds typically encountered 

in a lead optimization process (~100) and can be applied in such processes. Alternative methods 

like the linear interaction energy (LIE) method13 or Molecular-Mechanics - Poisson Boltzmann / 

Generalized Born Solvent Accessible surface area (MM/PBSA)14 are not derived from rigorous 

statistical mechanics, but are popular means to estimate absolute free energies of binding by 

more empirical means.  

 

For any method to calculate free energies, two main issues may be distinguished. The sampling 

should be sufficient to cover the fluctuations and flexibility of the protein-ligand complex. As the 

free energy consists of both enthalpic and entropic contributions, it is crucial that a model 

captures all relevant realization possibilities of the ligands to describe the entropic contributions 

sufficiently. In our view, an inaccurate description of the entropic contributions is still one of the 

most important drawbacks of methods like LIE and MM/PBSA.15 For methods that derive the 

free energy from the partition function of the system (like FEP or TI), a sufficient sampling is 

crucial to obtain converged results.16 The other issue involves the description of the interaction 

energy function, or more generally, the scoring of the sampled configurations. It is not only 

important to use an appropriate force field, which captures the interactions of the ligands in 

different (aqueous and protein bound) environments,17 but also that force field parameters may 

be obtained for new functional groups in a consistent manner. 

Here, we focus on methods derived from statistical mechanics and apply TI and OSP 

calculations to a range of three and twelve HPPD inhibitors. We will highlight drawbacks and 

convergence problems using the two methods, and will address the issue of scoring ligands using 

force fields.  

We will conclude our work with predictions for possible new compounds with high affinity for 

the target. 
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5.2 Methods 

 

5.2.1 Thermodynamic Integration 

In the thermodynamic integration approach (TI), the relative binding affinity between two 

compounds A and B, ΔΔGbind, can be calculated using a thermodynamic cycle.8a Many studies 

have successfully implemented this approach,18 where  

 

   (Eq. 5.1) 

 

Using a coupling parameter, λ, to connect the Hamiltonians describing the two compounds, 

leads to the modification of compound A into B, over a path which is defined by this λ, from λ=0 

(compound A) to λ=1.0 (compound B). The free energy difference between the two compounds 

can then be calculated by integration along this path, using the ensemble average of the 

derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to λ.  
 

€ 

ΔG = <
∂H
∂λ

λ =0

λ =1

∫ > dλ          (Eq. 5.2) 

 

In practice the ensemble average is obtained from independent simulations for at least 11 

discrete values of λ, with additional simulations added to obtain a smooth profile.  

Minimally, 180 ps simulation time per λ point was obtained, adding up to at least 1.96 ns per TI 

profile. To reach convergence, selected λ points were prolonged to 360 and 720 ps, maximally 

adding up to 5.94 and 7.20 ns of simulation time. An average of 3.96 ns of simulation time was 

used for every TI calculation. 

 

 

5.2.2 One-step perturbation 

In order to apply the OSP method successfully, the challenge lies in designing a reference 

molecule, such that it has the closest possible resemblance to all the members of the selected set 

of twelve real ligands (Figure 5.2), and thus is able to sufficiently sample the phase space, relevant 

for these compounds. In order to sample all the real compounds, the reference molecule contains 

three soft regions, for which the infinite van der Waals repulsion is removed, allowing for overlap 

with other atoms from time to time.19 

 

Using the free energy perturbation formula, Eq. (5.3), the difference in free energy between the 

reference state (R) and real state (A) can be directly calculated from the simulation trajectories of 

state R: 
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Figure 5.2. Twelve selected compounds and their structural features for which free energies of binding were 

calculated. R1, R2 and R3 refer to substitution positions in the scaffold. In the designed reference state, R, regions R1, 

R2 and R3 are described using soft interactions, able to account for all of the functional groups representing the real 

compounds C1-C12. 

 

 

       (Eq. 5.3) 

 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and EA and ER are the energies of the 

system in state A and R, respectively, the angular brackets denote the ensemble average over all 

the configurations of state R generated in the molecular dynamics simulation. 

 

The efficiency of the OSP method comes from the need for only two simulations to calculate the 

relative free energy, one of the reference state free in solution, and one of the reference state 

bound to the target protein. By subtracting the values for ΔGRA obtained from these simulations, 

we calculate the binding free energy relative to the reference state, according to Eq. (5.1). The 

binding affinity of the reference state is subsequently estimated from a least-squares fit to 

experimental values. Note that this is irrelevant when comparing relative values between two real 

compounds. 

We explored a range of different reference state molecules, leading to the generation of sixteen 

models in total, based on the following three criteria: 
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1. In some cases, as slightly better numerical stability of the perturbation formula may be 

obtained by removing ER from the exponent. Physically, this follows from an assumption 

that removing the reference state from a protein-ligand complex is similar for all 

ligands.20 Here, we have created models with and without explicit inclusion of ER. 

2. Bond lengths treated as constraints in the current simulations. As bonds are stiff degrees 

of freedom, the reference state may therefore become highly unrepresentative of the real 

ligands. It is allowed to adjust the bond lengths in the reference state to the length 

appropriate for the real ligand prior to the energy evaluation,21 but this may lead to 

larger unfavorable energies in the nonbonded interactions as atoms may be pushed out 

of the range of the soft reference atom. It may be more appropriate to model the real 

ligands with slightly wrong bond lengths. We created models in which the bond lengths 

were adjusted and in which these were kept at the same length as in the reference state. 

3. Four different levels of softness on the soft atoms were attempted. The soft-core 

parameter αLJ was chosen either uniformly at 1.208, 1.510 or 1.812 on the indicated 

atoms (R1, R2 and R3 in Figure 5.2) or differentiated by using 1.510 on the inner atoms 

and 1.812 on the outer atoms.  

 

 

5.2.3 Simulation settings 

All simulations have been carried out using the GROMOS05 biomolecular simulation 

package.22 All protein simulations were carried out using as initial structure one of the BASF 

(Ludwigshafen, Germany) in-house crystal structures with a hydroxypyrazole-type inhibitor 

bound (compound C2 in Figure 5.2) solved with 1.8 Å resolution. This structure is very similar to 

publicly available structures of HPPD from Arabidopsis thaliana with pdb entry codes 1SP923 

(backbone root-mean-square deviation of 0.063 nm); 1SQD7 (0.075 nm); 1TFZ7 (0.077 nm) and 

1TG57 (0.08 nm). 

The force field parameters that were used to describe the HPPD protein and ligands, were taken 

from the GROMOS parameter set 45A4. The Fe2+ ion was described as a single, doubly 

charged Van der Waals particle with parameters taken from Åqvist et al.24 No additional 

restraints (distance or angular) were used to maintain a proper coordination. Parameters for the 

ligands were taken from analogous groups in the force field and are listed in the supplementary 

materials. Simulations were carried out on the HPPD crystal structure, and on the unphysical 

reference state, both in solution and bound to protein. The protein and ligands were solvated in 

periodic rectangular boxes, containing ~14000 and ~2000 SPC water molecules,25 respectively 

using a minimum solute to wall distance of 0.9 nm. 

In an equilibration phase, the system was gradually heated up from 50 K to 298 K, in seven steps 

of 20 ps each, with time-steps of 2 fs. Position restraints were applied on the system in the first 

five steps, with gradually decreasing force. After the equilibration step, simulation of the system 

followed, of 3 ns (crystal structure) and 5 ns (reference state structure). Bonds were kept 
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constrained using the SHAKE algorithm26, with a tolerance of 10-4. All simulations were carried 

out under constant temperature (298 K) and pressure (1 atm), using the weak coupling 

algorithm27 using relaxation times of 0.1 ps and 0.5 ps, respectively. The isothermal 

compressibility was set to 4.575*10-4 (kJ mol-1 nm-3)-1 .  

At every time step, nonbonded interactions were calculated up to a distance of 0.8 nm, by means 

of a pair list, generated every five time steps. At every fifth time-step, intermediate-range 

interactions at distances up to 1.4 nm were calculated and kept constant. A reaction-field 

contribution28 was added to the energies and forces, to account for the electrostatic interactions 

outside the cut-off radius of 1.4 nm, with a dielectric permittivity of 61. 

During the simulations, coordinates were stored every 250 steps (0.5 ps) for the crystal structure 

simulation and TI simulations at intermediate λ points, and every 100 (0.2 ps) steps for the 

reference state simulations. 

 

 

5.2.4 Experimental data 

To assess the accuracy of our calculations, the results are compared to experimental binding data 

of a selected scaffold of twelve HPPD inhibitors, provided by BASF. The structures are shown in 

Figure 5.2; their experimental values, in the form of IC50 values, are shown in Table 5.1. 

Experimental free energies of binding were calculated using  

 

       (Eq. 5.4) 

 

where we have used the Cheng-Prusoff equation for competitive inhibition to convert an IC50 

value into an inhibition constant.29 Because we will only be working with relative free energy 

differences, the value of the constant C becomes irrelevant and was set to zero (Table 5.1). 

 

 

5.2.5 Assay of HPPD activity 

The partial Arabidopsis thaliana HPPD open reading frame (At1g06570) was amplified by standard 

PCR techniques from A. thaliana cDNA using primers HuJ101 (5’-GGCCACCAAAACGCCG-

3’) and HuJ102 (5’-TCATCCCACTAACTGTTTGGCTTC-3’). The PCR-product was cloned 

in pEXP5-NT/TOPO® (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The resulting 

plasmid p429 encodes N-terminally polyhistidine tagged A. thaliana HPPD. 

HPPD was overexpressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells (Invitrogen). Transformands were grown at 

37°C in LB broth supplemented with 100 µg/ml ampicillin. Recombinant HPPD was expressed 

without induction by IPTG. 
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 Experimental OSP 

  best model b optimized model c 

Compound IC50 (µM) ΔGbind (kJ mol-1)a ΔGbind (kJ mol-1)  ΔGbind (kJ mol-1) 

C1 0.490 ± 0.050 -36.0 ± 0.3 -37.3 -37.2 

C2 0.120 ± 0.004 -39.5 ± 0.1 -37.2 -39.4 

C3 0.087 ± 0.013 -40.3 ± 0.4 -40.3 -41.5 

C4 0.417 ± 0.043 -36.4 ± 0.3 -34.0 -35.5 

C5 0.302 ± 0.037 -37.2 ± 0.3 -33.3 -34.8 

C6 0.062 ± 0.006 -41.1 ± 0.3 -33.3 -37.2 

C7 1.698 ± 0.109 -32.9 ± 0.2 -35.8 -35.7 

C8 3.020 ± 0.629 -31.5 ± 0.6 -35.1 -36.6 

C9 1.413 ± 0.094 -33.4 ± 0.2 -51.5 -53.0 

C10 8.128 ± 0.828 -29.0 ± 0.3 -43.5 -31.9 

C11 0.050 ± 0.006 -41.7 ± 0.3 -33.0 -36.9 

C12 0.095 ± 0.009 -40.1 ± 0.2 -24.8 -39.0 

     

RMS Error   8.9 (6.5d) 6.3 (2.9e) 

a Calculated from IC50 values 
b Based on a reference state with softness parameter 1.208 
c Based on a reference state with softness parameter 1.208 and optimized charge distributions for the real 

substituents 
d RMS error upon exclusion of compounds C9 and C10 
e RMS error upon exclusion of compound C9  

 

Table 5.1. Comparison of experimentally determined free energies of binding to calculated values obtained in the 

one-step perturbation approach. 
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Cells were harvested by centrifugation and resuspended in binding buffer (50 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 0.5 M NaCl, 10 mM Imidazole) supplemented with Complete EDTA 

free protease mix (Roche-Diagnostics). Cells were homogenized using an Avestin Press. The 

lysate was cleared by centrifugation, treated with DNase I (20µg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) and filtered. 

His-tagged HPPD was purified by affinity chromatography on a HisTrap™ HP Column (GE 

Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The purified enzyme was dialyzed 

against 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, supplemented with 10% glycerin and stored at 

-86°C. 

HPPD produces homogentisic acid and CO2 from 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate (4-HPP) and O2. 

The activity assay is based on the analysis of homogentisic acid by reversed phase HPLC. 

The assay mixture contained 150 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), 50 mM L-ascorbic 

acid, 1 µM FeSO4 and 7 µg of purified enzyme in a total volume of 1 ml.  

Inhibitors were dissolved in DMSO (dimethylsulfoxide) to a concentration of 2 mM. For each 

compound, eight serial five-fold dilutions were prepared in DMSO, which were used in the 

assay. The respective inhibitor solution accounted for 1 % of the assay volume. Final inhibitor 

concentrations ranged from 20 µM to 0.256 nM. 

After a preincubation of 30 min the reaction was started by adding 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate to 

a final concentration of 0.1 mM. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 120 min at room 

temperature. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 100 µl of 4.5 M phosphoric acid. The 

sample was extracted on an Oasis HLB cartridge 3cc/60mg (Waters) that was pre-equilibrated 

with 63 mM phosphoric acid. L-ascorbic acid was washed out with 3 ml of 63 mM phosphoric 

acid. Homogentisic acid was eluted with 1 ml of a 1:1 mixture of 63 mM phosphoric acid and 

methanol (w/w). 10 µl of the eluate was analyzed by reversed phase HPLC on a Symmetry® C18 

column (particle size 3,5 µm, dimensions 4,6 x 100 mm; Waters) using 5 mM H3PO4/15 % 

ethanol (w/w) as an eluent. Homogentisic acid was detected electrochemically and quantified by 

integrating peak areas (Empower software; Waters). Activities were normalized by setting the 

uninhibited enzyme activity to 100%. IC50 values were calculated using the logistic model30 for 

non-linear regression. 

The assay quality was validated according to Zhang et al. (1999) (Z’= 0.95).31 Assay 

reproducibility was confirmed using the commercial HPPD inhibitor Topramezone (IC50 

3.99*10-8 mol/l; SD 8,33*10-9 mol/l; n=9). 

 

 

 

5.3 Results 
 

5.3.1 Stability of the system 

To test the overall stability of the system, an initial 3 ns MD simulation was started from the 

crystal structure of HPPD from Arabidopsis thaliana crystallized with compound C2. The root-
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mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the backbone heavy atoms from the initial structure remained 

below 0.4 nm throughout the simulation, indicating stability of the system on this timescale. 

In Figure 5.1, residue Arg255 is shown. Despite its location on the outer surface of the protein in 

the X-ray structure, it was observed to interfere with the protein-inhibitor complex in one 

simulation. The neighboring residue Lys254 is involved in a crystal contact, the absence of which 

allows Arg255 to move inwards, into the binding cavity, making a hydrogen bond with the 

sulfonyl group of the inhibitor, causing the compound to loose its hydrogen bond interaction 

with active site residue Asn247. The small conformational change that this movement entails, is 

big enough to add noise to the interaction energies and derivatives used in TI. We calculated the 

free energy profile of this conformational shift of Arg255, by applying a hidden restraint, 

strategically put between its Cζ side chain carbon atom and the compound’s sulphate atom. In a 

subsequent TI calculation, the residue is forced to overcome the energy barrier and move 

towards the active site, and the accompanying free energy can be calculated.32 Several such 

calculations including different inhibitors yielded large positive values ( >16 kJ mol-1), indicating 

that the flipped in conformation of Arg255 could be disregarded as an artifact. 

 

 

5.3.2 OSP 

In total, sixteen models were obtained by applying the OSP method. The sixteen correlations of 

calculated binding free energies to experimental values showed various root-mean-square (rms) 

errors, which were all in the range >6 kJ mol-1. Compound C9 is observed to be an outlier in 

each model, deviating at least 7.7 kJ mol-1 from its experimental value, possibly because this is 

the only compound in which all three soft sites are occupied by heavy atoms, indicating that only 

few occurrences are found in which all soft sites are not overlapping by surrounding atoms. A 

lower level of softness is then more appropriate. Table 5.1 lists the experimental values of the 

selected twelve compounds, by means of IC50 values, converted to binding free energies (ΔG). 

For the best model, the calculated free energy differences between the reference state and the 

real compounds are also listed in Table 5.1. However, these calculated values compare to the 

experimental data with a rms error of 8.9 kJ mol-1, upon exclusion of the outliers C9 and C10, 

this reduces to 6.5 kJ mol-1. 

In this model, the soft-core parameter had a value of 1.208 on the indicated atoms of the 

reference state, the bond-lengths of all atoms were kept unchanged with respect to their values in 

the reference state, and ER was fully included in this equation as well. In all models, it was 

observed that the ensemble average in the perturbation formula was accurate enough, also upon 

inclusion of ER. Adjusting the bond lengths, however, led to a smaller number of structures that 

are representative of the real compounds (data not shown). Although not uncommon for efficient 

free energy calculations,33 rms errors of 6.5 kJ mol-1 are well beyond chemical accuracy  

(4 kJ mol-1) and are too large to prioritize compounds in a drug design project.  
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Although the best model showed a poor rms error, a reasonable correlation was observed 

between the different OSP models using different levels of softness of the appointed soft regions 

of R. Thermodynamic cycle closure was observed upon calculation of the free energy difference 

between reference states using three different softness parameters (labeled S1-S3), as shown in 

Figures 5.3A and 5.3B, both in water and when bound to the protein. For these three reference 

states, an overall OSP model was constructed, which includes data from all three simulations (S1-

S3) projected and normalized to a single ensemble average in Eq. (5.3). This overall OSP model 

yielded results that were very comparable to the individual models, indicating sampling 

convergence. 

 
 
5.3.3 TI for compounds C2, C6 and C7 

To assess the reliability of the OSP results, more accurate TI calculations were performed 

according to the cycles depicted in Figures 5.3C and 5.3D. The compounds included are C2, C6 

and C7, based on their structural similarity but quite different affinities towards the target 

protein. First, several control perturbations were performed, to assess the convergence of the 

system. During one of these simulations Arg255 was observed to flip into the active site as 

described previously. Once it was established that this could be considered a rare event (see 

above), the simulations were repeated and the motion of Arg255 was not observed in any 

subsequent simulation. Forward and backward values of the relative binding free energies 

calculated from the perturbations between the compounds are presented in Table 5.2. 

The hystereses (the difference between forward and backward perturbations) amongst C6 - C7, 

C2 - C6 and C2 - C7 are reasonable, with a maximum discrepancy of approximately 3 kJ mol-1 

for the latter.  

 

As shown in Figures 5.3C and 5.3D, the thermodynamic cycles between the three compounds in 

water and when bound to the protein are very well closed. However, similar to the OSP results, 

correspondence with the experimental values is poor, as shown in Table 5.2. For two out of three 

transformations, the sign of the value is incorrect. When subsequently comparing the TI results 

to OSP results, however, a close agreement was found between the two calculated sets of free 

energies. The same holds true for the overall OSP model, constructed based on three different 

levels of softness, and representative for the results obtained upon general application of the OSP 

method to this system. As seen in Table 5.2, a good correlation, in terms of rmsd, is observed 

between TI and OSP, with 0.8 kJ mol-1.  
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Figure 5.3. (A,B) Thermodynamic cycle closure between three different representations of the reference state, R, 

depending on the level of softness, obtained using the one step perturbation (OSP) approach. Three levels of softness 

are included: S1, S2 and S3, representing a soft-core parameter of 1.510, 1.812 or 1.208, respectively, on the 

indicated atoms of the soft regions. (C,D) Thermodynamic cycle closure between three compounds C2, C6 and C7, 

obtained using Thermodynamic Integration (TI). All values are in kJ mol-1 and are the averages from two 

independent calculations (forward and backward) both in water (A,C) and when bound to the protein (B,D). 

 
 

 TI   OSP  Experimental 

value 

 forward backward average best 

modela 

overall 

modelb 
 

C6  C7 -2.4 ±1.8 2.8 ±1.5 -2.6 -2.5 -2.7 8.2 

C2  C6 5.8 ±3.2 -5.3 ±2.4 5.6 3.9 6.1 -1.6 

C2  C7 3.6 ±4.4 -0.6 ±3.6 2.1 1.4 3.4 6.6 

Cycle -0.2 ±9.4 -1.9 ±7.5 0.9    

RMSD c    1.0 0.8  
a Based on a reference state with softness parameter 1.208 
b Based on a statistical mechanical combination of reference states S1, S2 and S3 
c Root-mean-square deviation of the OSP values with respect to the average TI values 
 

Table 5.2. Relative free energies of binding calculated using Eq (5.1) from TI calculations and from the OSP 

method. All values in kJ mol-1. 
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In summary, we make the following observations: (i) the TI calculations are internally consistent 

in terms of their hysteresis and of thermodynamic cycle closure; (ii) the different models of the 

OSP show good correlation between them and (iii) an excellent agreement between TI and OSP 

calculations is obtained. This leads us to hypothesize that sampling does not seem to be the 

reason for the poor correlation with the experimental data here.  

 

This leaves us with the other major issue in computational chemistry, which is the scoring 

problem, here represented by the choice of the force field parameters.34 

The total potential energy function that represents the molecules in the system, Vtotal, consist of 

many terms, divided into bonded and nonbonded interactions. Especially for case-specific 

ligands, it is not always straightforward to obtain the proper force field parameters. In the current 

systems, the force field parameters of the ligands were obtained by analogy to similar functional 

groups in the force field. However, it is not unlikely that the charge distributions obtained in this 

way are not optimal for these molecules, especially considering the extended conjugated pi-

systems. In order to test the sensitivity of the OSP results on the molecular partial charges, and to 

determine if a better correlation with the available experimental data could be obtained, we have 

optimized the parameters by trying maximally five alternative charge distributions for the various 

functional groups in Figure 5.2. See Table 5.3 for the originally selected and the optimized 

charge sets, which all seem very compatible with the rest of the force field.  

 

Figure 5.4 represents the optimized OSP model, in which the calculated ΔGbind values show a 

good correlation with experimental data. The rms error for this model is 6.3 kJ mol-1, which is 

completely dominated by the deviation of compound C9 (see Table 5.1). Exclusion of this 

compound reduces the rms error to 2.9 kJ mol-1, well below the 4 kJ mol-1 chemical accuracy, 

typically accepted for empirical free energy methods.33b We emphasize that we do not advocate 

to fit force-field parameters to obtain a better correlation with experiment. The observation that 

slight modifications in the charge distribution can lead to better correlations, indicate the 

sensitivity of the method to the choice of force field parameters and strengthen our belief that in 

this particular case the scoring issue is the most important reason for failure to reproduce the 

experimental data.  
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Functional Group Charge distribution 

R1   C1 S2   

1 -H 0.44 0.10   
       

   
*N5 has a charge of -0.54 

2 -CH3 0.54 0.0   

  C1 S2 S3 S4 

1 -H -0.10 0.10 - - 

2 -NO2 -0.12 
(-0.10) 

1.032 
(0.860) 

-0.456 
(0.380) 

-0.456 
(0.380) 

 

3 -OCH3 0.18 
(0.16) 

-0.36 
(-0.36) 

0.18 
(0.20) 

 

- 

4 -CH3 0.0 0.0 - - 

5 -Cl 0.087 -0.087 - - 

R2 

 

 

 
 

 

6 -NH2 -0.80 
( 0.0) 

-0.20 
(-0.83) 

0.50 
(0.415) 

0.50 
(0.415) 

 

  C1 S2 S3  

1 -H -0.10 0.10 -  

2 -CHCH2 0.0 
(0.0) 

-0.10 
(0.0) 

0.10 
(0.0) 

 

 

3 -Cl 0.05 
(0.087) 

-0.05 
(-0.087) 

 

-  

4 - OCH3 0.20 
(0.16) 

-0.45 
(-0.36) 

0.25 
(0.20) 

 

 

5 -CH3 - - -  

R3 

 
 
 
 
 

 

6 -CHO - 
(0.38) 

- 
(-0.38) 

-  

Table 5.3. Optimized charge sets for the various functional groups in Figure 5.2. Charges according to the original 

GROMOS 45A4 force field are indicated in brackets for the cases in which charges were optimized. 
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Figure 5.4. Relative free energy of binding, ΔGbind , for the set of twelve HPPD inhibitors calculated using the 

optimized OSP model, as compared to the experimental data, calculated from IC50 values (see Table 5.1). The mark 

for compound C9 falls of the scale of the graph 

 

 
Figure 5.5. Distribution of the 72 predicted relative binding free energies, using the optimized OSP model. 

Transparent bars represent the predicted compounds, filled bars represent the twelve compounds in Figure 5.2. 
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5.3.4 Predictions 

In a next step we used the optimized model as a training set, and made predictions for new 

compounds based on the parameters used in this model. The relative binding free energy of all 

72 compounds that can be obtained by using the functional groups in Figure 5.2 were calculated. 

The distribution of the estimated binding affinity of these 72 compounds is shown in Figure 5.5. 

In this figure the values of the initial set of twelve inhibitors are represented by closed bars. As 

shown, there are some compounds which are predicted to have a more favorable ΔGbind than the 

original compounds. The six compounds predicted to be most favorable are shown in Figure 5.6, 

together with the predicted relative binding free energies. It can be observed that the nitro-group 

occurs on the R2 position in three out of six compounds. Also, R1 is a methyl group in all 

examples, which apparently is more favorable than a hydrogen atom at that position. We note 

that compound C9, which seems to be overestimated in all OSP models, is the only compound of 

the original twelve, in which all three soft sites in the reference state are filled with heavy atoms. 

For five of the six compounds in Figure 5.6, this is also the case which cautions us for the 

predictions. No correlation between the relative binding affinities and the number of heavy 

atoms or the molecular mass was observed, however.  

 

 
 
5.4 Discussion  
 

The experimental data were well defined and reproducible, and fit well to a three or four logistic 

model based on statistical analysis of the estimated curve parameters, as shown in Table 5.1.  

Two major issues to be considered in any MD simulation are sampling and scoring. In free 

energy calculations based on statistical mechanics, these two are intricately intertwined. Firstly, 

in order to calculate binding free energies as precise as possible, using methods such as described 

here, the required ensemble average of the protein-inhibitor complex should be sampled 

sufficiently. An insufficient sampling, and thus imprecise representation of the ensemble average 

in Equations (5.2) or (5.3), leads to an imprecise free energy estimate. 

Secondly, even if the sampling performed by the MD simulations is sufficient, the derived free 

energy can be incorrect, due to an inaccurate representation of the system by the force field 

parameters. The internal consistency of TI and OSP calculations and the agreement between 

them, indicates that here, we encounter the latter problem, which could be resolved by a 

reparameterization of the atomic partial charges. These calculations show that free energy 

calculations based on the one-step perturbation method may be well within 2.5 kJ mol-1 (kBT) of 

more rigorous methods like thermodynamic integration. Moreover, the optimized charge sets 

show that it is possible to obtain values for the majority of the compounds with deviations from 

experimental measurements in the same range (2.9 kJ mol-1 for 11 compounds). This compares 

very well to the accuracy typically obtained by LIE35 or MM-PB/GBSA models (~1 kcal mol-1).36 
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Figure 5.6. Examples of predictions, selected from the set of 72 compounds, ranked according to their predicted 

relative binding free energies. 

 

 
Obviously, such a rigorous approach of explicitly customizing a set of inhibitors as described here 

is far too time consuming to be compatible with even the lowest throughput level needed for 

pharmaceutical or crop protection research. However, once the training set was constructed, 

predictions could be made on a time-efficient scale. The gain in efficiency clearly comes from the 

similarity between the compounds, because of which a single simulation of the reference state 
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can be used to obtain relative free energies of binding for all compounds. We emphasize the 

enormous gain in efficiency by calculating relative free energies of binding, as opposed to 

absolute binding free energies in which very similar sampling issues can be expected to occur for 

every ligand under investigation, and the amount of sampling increases accordingly.36-37  

 

Although free energy calculation methods, such as the ones addressed in this research, are much 

too slow for screening purposes, and therefore industrial applications, they are accurate enough 

to provide in-depth structural information on the compounds and their targets, and can be 

applied to a wide range of targets. 

 

 

 

5.5 Conclusion 
 

We have performed molecular dynamics simulations and free energy calculations for a set of 

twelve 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase inhibitors. Calculations based on the one step 

perturbation (OSP) approach and on thermodynamic integration showed good internal 

consistency and mutual agreement. However, agreement with experiment was rather poor, 

possibly due to the parameterization of the inhibitors. It was shown that slight modifications of 

the partial charges were sufficient to improve the predicted free energies such that the root-

mean-square error over 11 compounds was reduced to 2.9 kJ mol-1. Using an optimized OSP 

approach 60 additional predictions for new compounds were made, demonstrating the efficiency 

of the OSP method. 
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